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The Company believes in the motto of "Making Things Happen" and

bringing ideas to life through a seamless process of execution

Hospitality Concepts and Solutions prides itself in being a

Hospitality consulting and management firm, made up of leading ...
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About Us

The Company believes in the motto of "Making Things Happen" and bringing ideas to life through a

seamless process of execution Hospitality Concepts and Solutions prides itself in being a Hospitality

consulting and management firm, made up of leading industry experts and professionals, having over

50 years of expertise (Putting together everybody's experience) in the field.

Our hotel management services are designed to optimize performance, and maximize client

satisfaction, revenues, and profits.

Unlike some competitors, SSEW Hospitality is not to maximize the number of hotels managed, but

rather to concentrate on offering superior service to a select number of hotels, resorts and

restaurants all across. Since inception, SSEW Hospitality plan is to grow in a responsible and

thoughtful manner, because we recognize that economic environment is ever changing and "bigger"

does not equate to "better" in the industry.

The SSEW Hospitality pride itself on tailoring a unique operation strategy that compliments the

individuality of each property. We believe that each entity requires its own plan that suits its

circumstances and market. Instead of shaping properties to fit a pre-determined mold, we employ a

suitable business model that lends an operational competitive edge and determining the marketing

plan that is most appropriate for each property. Our dominant proactive approach focuses on

responsibly managing expenses while driving revenues upward without...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Shri Sai Eat Well
Contact Person: Rahul Kharat

NO 6/37, Malviya Nagar 
Jaipur - 302017, Rajasthan, India
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